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Natural attraction
out-of-the-box thinking transformed a tired project home  
in northern NsW into a sophisticated yet down-to-earth  
abode. Design doyenne Meryl hare shares the journey.

ST Y L I N G  Meryl Hare & Belinda Chippindale | P H OTO G R A P H Y  Jen Wilding

INDOOR/OUTDOOR ROOM  
The homeowners did the landscaping 

themselves. Paola Lenti armchair, 
Dedece. B&B Italia table, Space. For 

similar Adirondack chair, try The Porch 
Furniture. Weber barbecue. The 

cladding is western red cedar. 
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ENTRANCE Above left and below right The front door was 
custom made by the builder. Wall shelf, Unearthed Garden. 

LIVING Above right and opposite Console and sofa, 
Hare+Klein. Molteni&C lounge chair (black),  

Hub Furniture. For similar rattan chair, try Domo. 
Gervasoni side table, Anibou. Grey rug, Cadrys (opposite). 

The kilim rug is an existing piece. Wall painted Porter’s 
Paints Panther. Artworks by Clifton Mack (left) and 

Elizabeth Cummings. DINING Below left Artwork by Derry 
Messum. Salt and pepper mills are special pieces in the 

owners’ existing collection. 

This beautiful property is situated near Armidale in the 
New England High Country of NSW, about half way 
between Sydney and Brisbane. The traditional owners 
are the Anaiwan people and the region is famed for its 
cool-climate wines, tree-lined streets and many fine 

examples of colonial architecture. 
The owners bought this home on impulse, having recently made 

the decision to leave life on the land and retire. The grounds were 
large but the existing home was a rundown and rather dated 1970s 
brick project home with dark timber ceilings, small rooms and 
little connection with the landscape. 

We had worked with the owners on the renovation of their farm 
a couple of years prior, so we understood their aesthetic, their love 
of beautiful art and artefacts, deep colours and natural  > 
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The palette

Porter’s Paints 
Engine Room

Dulux 
Sun Dial

Porter’s Paints 
Panther  

(feature walls, 
throughout)

textures, which gave us a head start on the design concept. 
However, the renovation wasn’t without its challenges.

Belinda Chippindale [Hare+Klein’s concept designer] and 
I were slightly horrified when we first visited the house. But 
horror soon gave way to excitement about the possibilities. 
Belinda led the project, keeping faith with the interior design 
requirements that then influenced the exterior envelope. 
Essentially, it was decided that the basic rectangular 
footprint needed to increase in order to create comfortable, 
generous spaces for the couple’s furniture, art and lifestyle. 

The budget was limited, so that had to be factored into 
the design decisions. Instead of knocking down and 
rebuilding entirely, the home was thoughtfully extended. 
The additions take the form of extruded boxes, which give 
the exterior elevations a new rhythm that had been completely 
lacking. We retained the pitched ceilings in the original 
structure, with flat ceilings in the extension.  

After almost 50 years of neglect, there were structural, 
electrical and plumbing issues to be tackled before the 
interior transformation could begin. The entire house, 
including the extension, was clad in western red cedar to 
unify the structure and disguise the original pitched roofline. 
The cladding adds an element of intrigue, too: the apex of 
the pitched ceiling is visible from the inside, making it seem 
as though it appears from nowhere. The cladding is stained 
a rich earthy colour that instantly nestled the building into 
the landscape. Our clients are enthusiastic and talented 
gardeners and enjoy the challenge of creating a lush garden 
from parched earth, and the blackened palette of the house 
is a wonderful foil to the new foliage.   

The layering of texture and depth of colour continues 
inside, where charcoal-toned walls create a soft yet  
dramatic backdrop for the owners’ eclectic art collection. 
Oak flooring ties in with the plywood joinery. Meanwhile, 
a wood-burning fireplace delivers ambience and physical 
warmth during the chilly highland winters. 

“The owners’ warm personalities, their enthusiasm for 
beautiful design and their complete trust in our process 
gave us a unique opportunity to be playful and creative,” 
says Belinda. “We chose honest and earthy materials, 
combining them with a bold depth of colour. The project 
came together with ease and it was a joyful experience for 
all involved, from start to finish.”

Best of all, the owners are thrilled. “We’d rather stay at 
home than travel, as it’s better than any hotel we’ve ever 
stayed in,” they say. And that is music to our ears.   >

Hare+Klein, Woolloomoolo, NSW; (02) 9368 1234  
or hareklein.com.au.

DINING New timber cladding butts up to old painted walls; the subtle change in wall material delivers 
texture and visual interest. Caravaggio pendant lights and Carl Hansen dining chairs, all Cult. The dining 
table and bench seat have been in the family for many years. Bench seat cushion by Hare+Klein. Wall 
painted Porter’s Paints Panther, ceiling painted Dulux Natural White. Rug, Armadillo & Co. Artworks  
by Derry Messum (left) and Julie Nangala Robinson. KITCHEN Caesarstone Raw island benchtop. 
Splashback tiles, Artedomus. Smeg and V-Zug appliances. Flooring, Precision Flooring. Artwork by 
Gail English. MAIN ENSUITE Custom plywood vanity with Caesarstone Raw benchtop. Wall tiles, all 
Academy Tiles. Brodware tapware. Kaldewei bath, Bathe. Floor tiles, Surface Gallery. 
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“  W E ’ D  R AT H E R  S TAY  H O M E  T H A N 
T R AV E L .  O U R  H O M E  I S  B E T T E R 
T H A N  A N Y  H O T E L .”  OWNERS

INDOOR/OUTDOOR ROOM Paola Lenti armchairs, Dedece. B&B Italia coffee 
table, Space. MAIN BEDROOM Opposite, top and bottom Artwork by anonymous 

artist. Bedhead upholstered in Unique Fabrics ‘Kirubi’. Table lamp, Mondoluce. 
Bedside table, owners’ own. Wall light, Spence & Lyda. Gervasoni side table, 

Anibou. For similar cabinet, try Few & Far. For Where to Buy, see page 176.  #

This is an edited 
extract from 

Hare+Klein: Interior  
by Meryl Hare  

($65, Thames & 
Hudson Australia).


